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Abstract

People receive large amount of e-mails from friends, relatives, companies, institutions 

and known and unknown people. It is not possible the user to read all the received e- 

mails during a busy day. Normally, people avoid reading most of the received e-mails 

by giving priority to the important e-mails. E-mails may contain happy news or sad 

news or defamatory contents or obscene contents. If there is a way for a user to get an 

idea of what kind of news would be there in just before he or she opens e-mails, then 

he or she can choose which e-mails should be opened first and find out which e-mails 

would make him happy. If the user can find out any obscene contents in an e-mail just 

before he opens it, then he or she can avoid the embarrassment of opening the email in 

front of a stranger and then the user will be able to delete it without simply opening it. 

A proper e-mail categorization is required and this attempt is to categorize e-mails 

according to the sentiment and the ingredient of the e-mail content, by indicating 

emoticons on the subject of e-mails. Text Preprocessing, Feature Extraction, Sentiment 

Classification methods are used to identify sentiments and proper emoticons are used 

to indicate sentiments on the subjects of e-mails. Machine learning and lexicon based 

approaches are used to predict the sentiment of emails. A better accuracy level is 

expected from machine learning in the process of sentiment extraction.
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Chapter 1
1.1 Introduction

People receive large amount of e-mails from friends, relatives, companies, institutions 

and known and unknown people. It is not possible the user to read all the received e- 

mails during a busy day. Normally, people avoid reading most of the received e-mails 

by giving priority to the important e-mails. E-mails may contain happy news or sad 

news or defamatory contents or obscene contents. If there is a way for a user to get an 

idea of what kind of news would be there in just before he or she opens e-mails, then 

he or she can choose which e-mails should be opened first and find out which e-mails 

would make him happy. If the user can find out any obscene contents in an e-mail just 

before he opens it, then he or she can avoid the embarrassment of opening the email in 

front of a stranger and then the user will be able to delete it without simply opening it. 

The body part of the e-mail may contain defamatory content which might make the 

reader angry. A proper e-mail categorization is required and this attempt is to categorize 

e-mails according to the sentiment and the ingredient of the e-mail content, in-order to 

indicate emoticons on the subject of e-mails.

A methodology of indicating the sentiment or specific content in the e-mail will be a 

solution to this problem, The attempt of this research is to use Natural-Language- 

Processing (NLP) techniques to take out meaningful information from the body part of 

the e-mail and use Machine Learning Algorithms to ascertain the meaning of the text

[1]-

A proper e-mail categorization is required and this attempt is to categorize e-mails 

according to the sentiment and the ingredient of the e-mail content, by indicating 

emoticons on the subject of e-mails.

1.2 Background

E-mail services are some of the popular and fast communication methods evolved in 

internet. E-mail service providers are using client server architecture to provide e-mail 

services from e-mail server to e-mail clients. This Client-Server architecture enables 

high availability of email services. In order to communicate with one another, users 

need e-mail client programs. E-mails sent by the user and E-mails received by the user 

are synchronized among multiple computing and mobile devices whietfdiit^e e-ntail
.H/1 -•-v^ ■
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client applications. These e-mail client applications display the subject of the e-mail to 

the user, so the user can have some idea about the e-mail by reading the subject of the 

e-mail. However, the body of the email contains broader information.

Natural-Language-Processing (NLP) techniques are used to take out purposive 

information by reading the body part of e-mails. Machine Learning Algorithms are used 

to ascertain the exact meaning of the text. These processes involve analyzing subjective 

and objective sentences and extract subject, adjectives, verbs, adverbs, nouns, pronouns 

prepositions, conjunctions. Nouns and verbs are specially considered to show that the 

email content has obscene content.

1.3 Aim and Specific Objectives

Aim: The aim is to perform sentiment analysis of emails and inform the user the 

sentiment and if the email has obscene content.

Objectives:

• To Extract sentiment by reading e-mail body using appropriate NLP and 

Machine Learning Technologies

• To develop an e-mail content summarization methodology to extract features.

• To classify e-mails by sentiments, reading e-mail body using appropriate NLP 

and Machine Learning Technologies.

• To train the system with pre-categorized e-mails and evaluate pre-categorized 

e-mails from the results of the system.

• To indicate sentiment and the ingredient of the e-mail by using “Emoticons” as 

icons on e-mail subject.

• To perform lexicon based sentiment analysis to compare accuracy.

2



Chapter 2

Literature Review

2.1 Categorize e-mails by filtering Spam e-mails

Anyone can send e-mails without any prior approval of the recipient and without 

authentication, this matter led the E-mail spam to become one of the growing problem 

in e-mail services [2]. E-mail spams are malware carriers and this make spams more 

dangerous than just filling inbox section of unnecessary e-mails [2]. Spam E-mails are 

used for information theft by attackers [3]. Spammers use spam domains to send 

malwares to the people who visit spam domains which provide false services and 

products [4]. An E-mail categorization mechanism would help the user to avoid spam 

e-mails.

Once the text of the body section has taken as the data set to classify the emails, first 

data cleaning should be performed as preprocessing process.

Researches which carried out to filter spam e-mails in the past, published various spam 

e-mail detection techniques. E.g. negative selection algorithm (NSA) with Differential 

Evolution(DE) [5], negative selection algorithm (NSA) combined with particle swarm 

optimization (PSO) [6], and search strategy subset of binary particle swarm 

optimization with mutation operator (MBPSO) [7].

To improve the performance of existing spam filtering techniques some of the data 

mining methods involved. For e-mail spam classification, “Decision Tree (DT) is used 

to handle nominal and numerical attributes, train data with missing attribute values and 

to increase efficiency of computing” [8]. Spam filtering can be performed using spam 

classification algorithms. LingerlG is an email classification system implemented in 

2003 [9]. The context-based email classification model is another email classification 

method which classify emails and save them into several folders [10].

Spam messages can be identified by analyzing the body of e-mails using non-machine- 

leaming-based spam filtering e.g. blacklisting/white listing or heuristic rule. Header-

3



message-based spam filters have high accuracy compare to the body-message-based 

spam filter [11].

2.2 E-mail classification

There are mainly four approaches are there for e-mail classification “Traditional 

approach, Neural-Network approach, Graph-mining approach, Ontology-based 

approach” [10].

Traditional approach is related with Naive Bayes algorithm, which is a classifier 

constructing technique in the field of textual data analysis. Ontology-based approach is 

a way of summarization of text used to find most informative sentences. This sentence 

extraction maps to nodes of a hierarchical ontology [12]. Graph-mining approach 

convert e-mail content into graphs; Graph mining algorithms and data mining 

algorithms are used to discover patterns from those graphs [13]. Neural Network in text 

summarization: neural networks are trained in-order to learn and understand the 

sentences of e-mails.

Above approaches include several phases to categorize e-mails.

1. Preprocessing of e-mails - This involves Part_Of_Speech Tagging (POS Tagging) 

which is classifying words into their parts of speech [10].

2. Feature extraction - involves finding Sign-off words, Greeting words and keywords. 

Then transform e-mails to graphs and generate template graphs [10].

3. E-mail Classification - in this phase perform template ranking, matching graph to 

template graphs and place e-mails in relevant folder [10].

2.3 Categorize e-mails from Sentiment Analysis

Sentiment analysis is an area of research that widely used to monitor online content and 

social media in-order to determine opinion and the emotional tone of sentences. 

Natural-Language-Processing (NLP), artificial neural networks and text analysis 

methods are evolved as supporting fields for sentiment analysis. Emotions are classified

4
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mainly into tree types, Positive, negative and neutral [14]. The emoticons that can be 

relevant for these emotions are “happy, sad, pleasant, fear, satisfied and frustrated” [14].

There are two methods used in the field of Sentiment Analysis and Opinion Mining

1. Lexicon Based Approach

2. Machine learning Approach

Lexicon Based Approach does not require the data set to be trained as a data 

preprocessing process. In this approach mainly indicate negative and positive sentiment 

of words. Two different approaches can be denoted under “Lexicon Based Approach”; 

Dictionary Based Approach and Corpus Based Approach. In Dictionary Based 

Approach, lexicon like ‘WordNef is used to search synonym and antonym of words 

[15]. The Corpus Based Approach can be used to solve the problems of Dictionary 

Based Approach, but it require huge corpus. So the Corpus Based Approach is not 

efficient as dictionary based approach and creating a huge corpus is difficult [15]

2.4 Using Natural-Language-Processing (NLP)

These processes involve analyzing subjective and objective sentences and extract 

subject, adjectives, verbs, adverbs, nouns, pronouns prepositions, conjunctions. Nouns 

and verbs are specially consider to show that the email content has technical contents 

or obscene content.

Separation of subjective sentences and objective sentences are performed by giving 

more weight on subjective sentences while determining the sentiments [16]. There is a 

possibility to apply Sentimental Analysis in different levels such as document level. 

Sentence level and Phrase level [16].

5



2.5 Lexicon based sentiment analysis

Lexicons which contain words and the relevant sentiment can be used to identify the 

sentiment of sentences or documents. Lexicons are dictionaries and generally they 

contain positive and negative polarity of words. Saif M. Mohammad and Peter D. 

Turney created large, high quality word-emotion lexicon consist emotions of joy, 

sadness, anger, fear, trust, disgust, surprise, and anticipation [17]. This lexicon contains 

14183 words with relevant emotion and this lexicon is called as “NRC Lexicon”. There 

is another lexicon called “WordNet Affect Lexicon (WAL)” and it has few hundreds of 

words and six emotions (anger, disgust, fear, joy, sadness, surprise) associated with 

them. Lexicon based sentiment analysis express nearly same accuracy as machine 

learning based methods provide.

2.5 Applications of Sentiment Analysis

Several applications of Sentiment Analysis can be listed as follows.

The American travel website TripAdvisor is using sentiment analysis to analysis 

traveler’s reviews and extract visitor attractions and popular restaurants [18]. Analysis 

of writing patterns for multi-class classification using SENTA depict usage of tool built 

to help users select out of a wide variety of features the ones that fit the most for their 

application, to run the classification, through an easy-to-use graphical user interface. 

[19] [20] [21]. Movie reviews mining is another application area 

classification by analyzing reviewers opinions and determining whether the opinions 

are positive or negative [22]. Multimodal sentiment analysis is another application area 

of opinion mining methodology for video and audio using Additive Learning Algorithm

sentiment

[23].

f0f%
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Chapter 3

Technology adapted

3.1 Text preprocessing

This process performs mainly using NLTK library and regular expressions. Sentence 

tokenizing, word tokenizing and “Stop-Word-Removal” were achieved via NLTK 

library. Common text preprocessing functions are available in Python NLTK library. 

Regular expressions were used to remove punctuations of the text. TextBlob which is 

a python library was used to correct spellings which is a part of text preprocessing.

3.2 Feature Extraction

Features were extracted from cleaned input data. Machine learning algorithms were 

used to generate a “classifier model” which is based on labels and “features set” [24]. 

Sentiment prediction was done extracting “features set” and feeding them to a classifier 

model.

3.3 Sentiment Classification

Sentiments were analyzed by lexicon based approach and “Multilayer Neural 

Networks”. The Recursive model of Neural Network has a hidden layer and uses 

bottom-up approach for sentiment analysis [25]. Based on the number of words of the 

sentence, a percentage of the sentiment type was calculated from a lexicon based 

approach.

3.4 Natural-Language-Processing (NLP)

Natural-Language-Processing (NLP) techniques and Machine Learning Algorithms 

were used to exact meanings of the text by reading the body part of e-mails.

7



3.5 Graphical User Interface Creation

Graphical user interfaces were created using Tkinter the Python’s standard “GUI 

Programming Toolkit". Tkinter provides Object-Oriented techniques of creating GUIs.

3.6 Reading E-mails from Gmail account

Gmail account access was performed through Gmail API. Gmail API provides RESTful 

access to emails. It was possible to read and send messages, make attachments and 

manage Gmail settings via the Gmail API. Client configuration file called 

“credentials.json" was downloaded through Gmail API in-order to authenticate the 

Gmail user. Then a python application could read and send emails through this json 

file. The API user guide page provided some sample codes to show how emails are read 

using this “credentials.json" file and this source code was downloaded from 

hilps://developcrs..uooulc.com/mnail/api/quickslarl/pvlhon.

3.7 Lemmatization

The process of lemmatization was performed using the library “WordNetLemmatizer". 

Lemmatization was performed considering parts-of-speech tags available in WordNet 

corpus.

3.8 Implementation of Neural Networks

The neural network used to classify sentiments was created by using the library called 

numpy. Random value generation, calculation of exponentials, perform matrix 

manipulation and creation of numpy arrays were some functions used in the creation of 

the neural network.

8
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3.9 Tools, Technologies and Libraries

• NLTK python library was used to perform tokenization, stemming, part of 

speech tagging, parsing, classification and semantic reasoning functionalities

• Tools and Libraries: Packages of Anaconda Distribution, NLTK, SCIKIT- 

leam

• IDE: Pycharm, Visual Studio

• Programming languages: Python, C#, JSON

3.10 Dataset

Main dataset - Enron email corpus, has 1 million emails of 158 employees of 

Enron Corporation [26].

Angry Letters [27].

Hate Mails - Haters email contains emails from some people opposed to 

vaccination. [28].

https://www.whitman. edu/VS A/letters/

https://americanbridgepac.org/jeb-bushs-gubematorial-email-archive/

Love letters

https://sweetlovemessages.com/shoil-love-letters-him-her

https://www.writeexpress.com/ILoveUad.html

https://www.writeexpress.com/apolog06.html
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Chapter 4

!
Methodology

4.1 Statement of Research Problem

The body pan of the e-mail may contain a happy news or a sad news or a defamatory 

content which might make the reader distressed. Sometimes the e-mails may contain 

obscene quotes and pictures. If there is a way for a user to get an idea of the kind of 

news that would be there prior to opening e-mails, then he or she can choose which e- 

mails should be opened first.

4.2 Expected outcome/alternative approaches

A software system was created to extract the sentiments by reading body part of e-mails 

and finding out whether the e-mails contain a happy news, sad news, defamatory 

content or an obscene content. The software system is capable of displaying an icon on 

each e-mail in order to indicate the sentiment or the specific content before the user 

opens it. Emoticons on e-mail subject are used to indicate happy news, sad news, 

defamatory content, and obscene content.

CT @
Defamatory Obscene Technical DetailsSadHappy

Figure 4 1: emoticons

These sentiments (Figure 4.1) are extracted using two different approaches. They are 
Lexicon based approach and Machine learning approach.

Technical details contain a detailed description about the sentiment. If the defamatory 

details are there in the e-mail body, these details may present abusive language towards 

someone directly or someone else. A sad news can be present in the first half of the e- 

mail and in the second half, defamatory details can be present. The details of “How the 

ingredients of the e-mail have been arranged” are indicated under “Technical Details”.

:

10
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Obscene content may appear in the body part of the e-mail or in the attachment as 

images and videos. These details are listed separately under Technical Details Icon.

The initial input e-mail data set is a list of e-mails received to some of my personal e- 

mail client. System Training and Evaluation was done by using online corpus data set

Taken from hiips://ww\v.cs.cmii.cdu/~./cnron/.

4.3 Reading E-mails

The software system starts with reading e-mails from a Gmail account. The Gmail 

account is a specially created Gmail account for this research and the e-mail address is 

sendicatort69304m@qmail.com .

Gmail API was used in order to access this Gmail account. Gmail API provided 

RESTful access to emails. It was possible to read and send messages via the Gmail API. 

Client configuration file called “credentials.] son” was downloaded through Gmail API 

in-order to authenticate the Gmail user. Then the python application/ the system read 

emails through this json file as plain text.

4.4 Text Preprocessing

In this stage, text preprocessing performs on e-mail body text. Text preprocessing stage 

has several sub stages/ steps.

1. Data Cleaning

1.1. Detect, save and remove http, https, ftp links/ tags and email addresses

1.2. Save and delete previously forwarded information from e-mail body

1.3. Remove extra white spaces and new line characters from e-mail body

1.4. Spelling correction

1.5. Handling of repetition of characters in each word

1.6. Remove special characters from text.

mailto:sendicatort69304m@qmail.com
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2. Tokenization

3. Idiom handling

4. Negation handling

5. Part of Speech Tagging

6. Lemmatization

7. Stop word removal

4.4.1 Data Cleaning

• Detect, save and remove http, https, ftp links/ tags and email addresses

An email can contain obscene images and the system detects these obscene 

images by reading its http, https or ftp links/ tags. Once the image links were 

detected by the system, it reads the domains of each link to determine whether 

the image is obscene or not. These http, https, ftp, xml and email addresses in 

the e-mail body are not necessary to detect the sentiment of the email and thus, 

the system remove them. Those links are saved in the system before they are 

removed. Therefore, the saved image links can be used to regenerate the original 

email to user once the sentiment analysis process is completed.

• Save and delete previously forwarded information from e-mail body

Body part of the email may contain previously forwarded information.

---------Forwarded message----------
From: Xamarin <newsletter@xamarin.com>
Date: Fri, Oct 21, 2016 at 5:23 AM
Subject: Your Xamarin Newsletter for October 2016
To: kdchandima@Qmail.com

Figure 4 2: Previously forwarded details on emails

12
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These previously forwarded information are irrelevant to detect the sentiments 

from email body. The system removes these information from the body part of 

the emails and saves them for later use. At the end of sentiment analysis process, 

the original email is displayed to the user. The system uses the saved previously 

forwarded information to regenerate the original email at the end of the 

sentiment analysis process.

• Remove extra white spaces and new line characters from e-mail body

After removing xml tags and email addresses from email body, there will be 

extra white spaces and new lines on the email body. The system removes them 

to avoid eiTors which can be generated while extracting sentiments.

• Spelling correction and repetition handling

Spelling mistake correction and the removal of repetition of consecutive letters 

in each word of email body was performed in this stage.

• Remove special characters from text.

The system removes punctuations, alphanumeric characters, symbols and 

numbers from email body.

4.4.2 Tokenization

After data cleaning stage was completed, the system tokenizes the email body into 

sentences and then those sentences are further tokenized into words. Tokenized 

sentences are stored in a python list and the line number of each sentence is kept 

unchanged until the end of the sentiment extraction.

4.4.3 Idiom handling

An idiom has an exact meaning and there is a sentiment associated with this meaning. 

The system replaces the idiom into its relevant sentiment by using an idiom lexicon. 

The lexicon was created manually considering the meanings of idioms.

13
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4.4.4 Negation handling

The word phrases like “ain't, aint, can't, cant, couldn't, didn't, doesn't, don't, dont, hasn't, 

haven't, never, no, not, nothing and won't” change the sentiment of a word to its 

opposite. Handling these word phrases is important to identify the sentiment of a 

sentence accurately. Hence the system replaces these word phrases to a single word 

“not”.

4.4.5 Part of Speech Tagging

Nouns, adjectives, verbs and adverbs of a sentence are called features and the system 

feeds them to a neural network as inputs. Hence POS tagging is important to find these 

features.

4.4.6 Lemmatization

Reducing the inflectional forms of each word into a common base or root is necessary 

to have better accuracy in sentiment extraction. All the words of the lexicon which is 

used to extract sentiments in this project are present in their common base. The system 

compares email body text with the lexicon to detect the proper sentiment in the lexicon 

approach. The system performs lemmatization of email content according to their part 

of speech tag in order to have higher accuracy in sentiment extraction.

4.4.7 Stop word removal

Stop words are not necessary in the process of sentiment extraction. The system 

removes all the stop words at the end of the text preprocessing stage.

4.5 Sentiment analysis using Lexicon approach

The lexicon used in this project is a combination of two different lexicons. First lexicon 

is NRC Word-Emotion Association Lexicon (NRC Emotion Lexicon) [29] and second 

lexicon is WordNet Affect Lexicon [30]. The combined lexicon has more than 4000 

words and 6 sentiments associated with them (anger, joy, sadness, obscene, negative 

and positive).

14
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In the process of sentiment extraction, the system creates a bag of words from the 

combined lexicon. They are called happy-bag, sad-bag, defamatory-bag, obscene-bag, 

negative-bag and positive-bag. Then each tokenized word from each sentence is 

checked in these bags to detect the sentiment associated with them. Then a count is 

taken for each sentiment for each sentence. Then the two sentiments that have higher 

probabilities will be taken as the predicted labels for a particular sentence. The 

sentiment that has higher probability for the whole email body will be considered as the 

predicted sentiment for the email. This sentiment is indicated on the subject of the email 

using an emoticon. Even if an email has an obscene content in a low probability, the 

sentiment will be indicated on the subject of the email using an emoticon.

4.6 Machine Learning/ Deep Learning approach

In this approach, the system first selects the features and then extracts these features 

from each sentence of email body text. The features are then sent to an artificial neural 

network as inputs.

4.6.1 Features selection

When a sentence is processed, the words related to nouns, adjectives, verbs, adverbs 

and negation (not) are separated into categories using POS tagging. Each category may 

have a mixture of happy words, sad words, defamatory words and obscene words. This 

mixture is converted into a number in order to input into an artificial neural network. 

To give a number for each category, the bag of words have been used which are created 

using the combined lexicon. Word count in each bag of word can be denoted as follows,

Obscene-bag = 445

Happy-bag = 1023

Sad-bag = 1195

Defamatory-bag = 1476

It was assumed that one sentence will have a maximum of 20 words relevant to each 

sentiment for each category.

When giving numbers for every word, the summation of two different mixtures should 

not be equal.

15



Then the words of obscene-bag were numbered from 1 to 445

Happy-bag was numbered from 30,000 to 33,000,000

Sad-bag was numbered from 660,000,000 to 825,000,000,000

Defamatory-bag was numbered from 16,500,000,000,000 to 24,750,000,000,000,000

There is another category called negation and this category only contains the word 

‘not’.

The word ‘not’ was numbered as -1

The summation of the numbers of the mixture of each category becomes a feature in 

the Machine Learning Approach.

4.6.2 Neural Network

A neural network was created as a classification model and it has three layers (input 

layer, output layer and hidden layer). Input layer has five nodes and the five features 

(nouns, adjectives, verbs, adverbs and negation) are the inputs which feeds them. The 

neural network has four outputs (Happy, Sad, Defamatory and obscene) and the outputs 

are probability values.

4.6.3 Training and testing datasets

The training dataset contains 100 defamatory e-mails, 200 happy emails, 150 sad 

emails, 10 obscene emails, 43 sentiment neutral emails. Apart from this email dataset, 

labeled movie reviews were used to train the neural network.

The testing dataset contains 14 defamatory emails, 31 happy emails, 27 sad emails, 26 

sentiment neutral emails, 83 emails of which the sentiment is difficult to detect directly.

4.7 Obscene image detection

Images on email body has a URL to the online source. In the “http, https, ftp links 

detection stage”, these URLs were saved within the software system. A URL contains 

a domain name and this domain was used to identify the source web site.

Eg:

<https://www.google.eom/appserve/mkt/p/AJ-PF7yvhclODqNw_vOfWiwv6GUpy,
< o>•pSource web site/ domain name - www.googlc.com £

£ UBRARY |16

https://www.google.eom/appserve/mkt/p/AJ-PF7yvhclODqNw_vOfWiwv6GUpy


The system maintains a list of adult web site domains, which contain 109 adult web 

sites. The system checks the image domain name in this list and if the image domain is 

available in the list, it is marked as obscene. This information is indicated on the email 
subject to inform the user.

17
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Figure 5 1: System Diagram
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5.1 Text preprocessing

Data cleaning was done as the first step of the Text Preprocessing stage. Using “Regular 

Expressions , unnecessary information of the e-mail body was removed. Previously

forwarded details, punctuations, alphanumeric characters, xml tags, email addresses, 
white spaces, new line characters and symbols arc removed as data cleaning. 
Tokenization and removal of repetition characters in each word is the next step in text

preprocessing. Idioms are then replaced with the sentiment. After this stage, POS 

tagging and lemmatization is performed and then “Stop-Word Removal” is performed.

5.2 Feature Extraction

Features are extracted by converting input values to “features set” while training the 

system to classify inputs. Machine learning algorithms (Artificial Neural Network ) are 

used to generate a “classifier model” which is based on labels and “features set” [24]. 

The prediction of sentiment was done for input sentences by extracting “features set” 

and feeding them to classifier model (decision functions) [31].

5.3 Sentiment Classification

Machine learning approach

Sentiments are analyzed by, “Neural Network Systems” or “recursive neural Network”. 

The Recursive model of Neural Network has a hidden layer and use bottom up approach 

for sentiment analysis [25]. Based on the number of words of the sentence a percentage 

of the sentiment type was calculated.

Lexicon based approach

Bag of words are created using an emotion lexicon and then sentiments of the emails 

are extracted comparing them with bag of words.

5.4 System training and evaluation
System training was performed by using previously categorized e-mails taken from 

online corpus e-mail repository. The System was tested using previously categorized e- 

mails. Once the system has produced outputs from machine learning and lexicon based

19
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methods, then the accuracy of outputs of those two methods were determined by 

previously categorized e-mails.

5.5 Graphical User Interface (GUI) design

A graphical user interface was created in the client application to display the emails 

in user’s email account. The sentiment of each email is indicated on the subject of 

the emails using an emoticon as shown in the figure 5.2.

t Inultignt Ml'l Client

—Subject----From Dote
/'"v

Chanoima Kothalawala <kidchandima@'gmaii com> Tnu, 24 Jan 2019 01:

___iJ__Chandima Kotbatawala <kdcharxlimaig>gfnail com> Tnu 24 Jan 2019 01:

} | Chandima Kotnaiawaia <kdchandima@gmailcom> Tnu. 24 Jan 2019 01:

__lJ__Chandima Kothalawala *Mrtandima@gmail com> |Thu, 24 Jan201901: _
5J Chandima Kothalawala <kdchandima(g1gmail com> Thu, 24 Jan 2019 01: 

LjJJChandima Kothalawala <Mchandima@gmail co_m> Tnu 24 Jan 2019 01

angry lest 1

__________obscene mail test______

sadrnamest2

__________ angnr mail 2 test

ze»pHarris.sad news

________ HggpyNewsJgg_____

w

•J

v

YOU REALLY CO SOUND LIKE AM IGNORANT HOP.CM. ” ^EITHER YOU APE Iti EEC KITH THE PHARMACEUTICAL COMPANIES OR HAVE JUST HI 
T GOTTEN OVER YCCR no SYMPTOMS AND SPOTS .1 RLO:i5 KITH KASy OTHER PEOPLE THINK KAY3E YC’J SEED TO KEEP YOUR THOUGHT* TO 

|YOOr.JELE AS THEY TO KOI COUNT EOR KOCH AT ALL, OTHER. THAN TC IK50LT KELL MEANING LOVING PARENT*. ” - YES! I HAVE PILE' T
YOO ARE CALLING PARENTS CHILE AECSERS TOR HOT IKHUNIEIHG THEIR CHILDREN. *J HAVE ICO HOT SEEK 

I RK PICTURING Y«J HITH SLACK EYES A!T) A PERMANENT YOO SEED TO SPE
STILL IAY

[told Of THE SICE ArnCTS or THESE VACCINES? ”
NO SOME TIKE IN A CAY SPA AND TRY TC ACCEPT NATURES CIRCLE Of LITE I L

OUR LETTER AND

Figure 5 2: Graphical user interface with output
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5.6 Neural Network

The neural network used in this software system has three layers which are input layer, 

hidden layer and output layer. Input layer has five nodes into which five features 

arc fed. The five features are nouns, adjectives, verbs, adverbs and negation (‘not’). The 

output layer has four output nodes to output probability values relevant to sentiments 

(defamatory, happy, sad, and obscene). The hidden layer consists of six nodes. Figure 

5.3 shows the design of the neural network.

one

Nouns

Adjectives

Verbs

Adverbs

Negation

Figure 5 3: Neural Network Design
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Chapter 6
Implementation

Python programming language used for development of this project, and python 
provides a great support in natural language processing. Python has a massive number

was

of various libiaiies that makes it easier to conduct NLP tasks in more efficient ways. 

Python piovides the powerful NLTK library for natural language processing tasks.

6.1 Reading emails from Gmail accounts

Gmail API provides RESTful access to emails. It was possible to read and send 

messages via the Gmail API. A client configuration file called “credentials.json” was 

downloaded through Gmail API in-order to authenticate the Gmail user. Then using a 

python application/ C# application, it was possible to read emails through this json file 

in plain text. Gmail’s Python Quickstart page provided the functions to access Gmail 

API. Visiting the URL httns://dcvclopcrs. googlc.com/gmail/api/quicksiarl/nvthon , it 

was possible to access Gmail API. In order to access Gmail API through a python 

application, the application should be written in Python 2.6 or greater version and the 

user should have a Google account. Figure 6.1 shows the basic code used in the project 

to access Gmail API to retrieve emails from inbox.

future__ import print_functionfrom
from googleapiclient.discovery import build
from httplib2 import Http
from oauth2client import file, client tools
import base€4

def main () :

= file.Storage(“token.3son')store
creds = store.get ()
if not creds or creds.invalid: f

= client.flow_from_clientsecrets('credentials.!son , SCOPES)flow
creds = tools.run_flow(flow, store)

= build ('gmail*, ’vi\ http-creds. authorize (Http ()))
' sendi cator 1 <3930 4m@gmia i 1. com.

service 
user id =

i Call the Gmail API 
response

messages() .list(userld=user_id, q=' ') .executed= service.users()•

Figure 6 I: Source code to access Gmail AIM
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6.2 Creation of GUI

Fig»re 6.2 show,ho GUI create, i„ ,he projoo, display o»,po,s. i
:

_____ !________ _______ From__
. "K D Chandima" <kd_chandima@yahoo 

jJ J “K 0 Chandima" <kd_chandima@yahoo.com> 
None 
None 
None 
None

------ _____
Sat, 23 Jun 2018 10
Sat, 23 Jun 201810

1------None
None 
None 

i None

____—Subject-----
Fw. Test Mail 2 
Fw: Test Mail 2

-----------None
None
None

_______None

com> v
_iJj_ ~

4J 1

I

Jjj

---------------- Fcrwcrded rtesscge
Frcr~: K.t> Char.dmj ■:
D*ce: S»t, Jan l*. 2 
Subject! The Pirate Bay
Tot Char.diaa Kochalavala .kdchar.di.y.a(}gitail .Cott>

:k=l_char.ditra9yahco. conj
oin at 2:3& pK

Klth Regards, Char.dutt K.ctfcalawela generally without being prcgrasated with any task-specific rules. y Foe exasple, in ice 
pe .e.cg.-._ticn, they Itigb.r learn to identify icajes that 
y labeled as "cat" or "no cat" and contain eats by analyzing exanple mages that have teen canuall 

usmj the results to identify cats in other leases. y They do this without sny prior
knowledge about cats. e.g., that they have fur. tails, whlsbers and cat-like faces. Instead, they autocaticelly genera
te identifying characteristics free the learning catexial that 
ted units or nodes celled artificial

they process..y An Rim is based on a collection of ccnnec
neurons which loosely codel the neurons In s biological brain.Each connection, like 

the synapses in a biological brain, can transrtit a signal froc one artificial neuron to another.iy An artificial neuren 
that receives a signal can process it then signal additional artificial neurons connected to it .Kith Regards,Char.dia
a Kochaieweie y

f
I

j
Figure () 2: Graphical User Interlace implementation

This user interface has two primary sections, the grid-view on the top and the text box 

located at the bottom of the GUI. The grid view displays the compact details of all the 

emails. It also displays the sender of each email, date the email was sent, subject of the 

email and the extracted sentiment from performing sentiment analysis. The text widget 

at the bottom is used to display the body of the email which the user has selected from 

the grid-view. The standard GUI library of python, tkinter has been used to create this

GUI.

;

used to indicate the sentiment on this interface (figure 6.3).Four emoticons are

; © © ;

Figure 6 3: Main emoticons
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6.3 Data Preprocessing

6.3.1 Remove previously forwarded inform 

Previously forwarded information is
ation from email body.

unnecessary to identify sentiment of the e-mail.
Eg:

--------Forwarded message ———
From: Plex News <norepiy@piex.tv>
Date: Thu. Apr 12. 2018 at 9:56 PM
TUbi*2iNe^ m|Jsic updates and country support' 
To: kdchandima <kdchandima@gmail.com>l '

[image: Plex Logo]
2^ LK^'u 7^R^1n ONh ^ohOmv^^~r r ^X02n^B P^lmG^ L19  ̂YhQ Nu Agvpx3-2B Db Jjnh !4nZB5um D M Lhv/wl

figure 6 4: Forwarded e-mail 1

With Regards .Chaidima Kotnalawale

GiTl^ToSub-c^Te^M^^ K’D C>,end,ma *<J_chandima@yahoo.com>To: Silar Kothalawala <kdchandima@gmail.com>Sere: Saturday. 23 June 2018. 3:53:35 pm 
generally without being programmed with ary task-specific rules. For example, in image recognition, they might learn to identify images that contain cats by analyzing example

Figure 6 5: Forwarded e-mail 2

This information is removed as the first step of data preprocessing and python’s string 

matching techniques were used to do this task.

In order to remove this section, e-mail body is tokenized into text lines and text lines 

identified which have the pattern Forwarded message Then the system 

checks the proceeding keywords “From:”, “Date:”, “Subject:”, “To:” and if they are 

present, the details of these sections will be removed from the email body (see Figure

6.6).

are

def reitove_f orwared_inf o(self) :
for line in self.sentences: 

self.count = self.count + 1
if Forwarded message ' in line, 

self.find_fdd_lines(self.count)
self.fddCleared_sentencereturn

• detect previously forwarded information
Figure 6 6: Source code foi
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6.3.2 Removing images/links from the
Regular expressions were 

tags. The figure 6.7 shows how the

e-mail body
used to identify and remove different web URLs and xml

system removes URLs from email body.

class RemoveXmlTagsClttSs:

def _iniu__(self, data): 
self.data = data

de f r ear.o ve _:*:.Tl_t a a s (s e 1 f) :
clear_http = re.compile(r1<httr://.1 1) 
http_cleared = clear_http.sub('’, self, data) 
clear_https = re. compile fr1 chttrs ://.*>■1) 
https_cleared = clear_https. sub( 
clear_ftp = re.compile(r * <ftt://. / ^1) 
ftp_cleared = clear_ftp.sub('', https_cleared)

t t , http_cleared)

return ftp_cleared

Figure 6 7: Source code for remove URLs from email body

6.3.3 Remove punctuations
The punctuation removal was performed by considering all the symbols and numbers. 

Punctuations = "’!#$%*&*()_+-=[] {};:m|<>, .7/1234567890V"'

i-
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6.4 Detect obscene images from the bod
Obscene images were i

y part of the image 
identified by reading the domain of the url of

images. These
a list of known obscene web site domain 

names (figure 6.8), The text file died ■*!,COn,,i„s domain na„s of ,du„
web sites.

domain names were then crosschecked with

class AdultImagesOnBodyClass:
—irii- (self, arr) :
self. image_link- = arr 
self. adult_image__on_body = False

def

det" f ind_adult._iir.ages (self) :
if len(self. image_linb) > 0: 

ile =
for line in t>:t_file:

for domain in self.image_linJ;: 
if line.rstrip() = domain:

open ("Adut,_sites. txt", i 1 >

self.adult_image_on_body = True
return self.adult_image_on_body

Figure 6 8: Delecting obscene images from image URL

6.5 Remove extra white spaces from email body
Extra white spaces are created after removing images from the email body. To remove 

these extra white spaces the system uses join and split function in python language. The 

code related to removing white spaces is shown in figure 6.9.source

def reir.ove_w*hite_spaces(self) : 
my_list =
for i in self .fddCleared_sentence: 

my_list = my_list + " " + i
self .my_list = " " .join (my_list. split ())
return self.my_list

Figure 6 9: Source code for remove extra white spaces
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6.6 Tokenization

Tokenization is the process of splitting email bodv i 

figure shows how the system performs 

tokenization. The NLTK lib

- y into sentences and words. Followin 

sentence level tokenization
g

and word level 
arc called 

and they were imported to the

rary provides tokenizcrs for tokenization that 
sent tokenization and word_tokenization tokenizer

python code in order to use them (Figure 6.10).

froiL nltk.tokenize import

def tokenize_sentences(self) :
tokenized_sentences = sent_tokenize(self .my__list) 
return tckenized_sentences

sent__tokenize, wcrd_tokenize

def tokenize_words (self 
tokenized_words = 
return tckenized words

text) :
word_tokenize(text)

1‘iguii' 6 10. Source code for tokeni/in" | ex I into sentences and words

6.7 Lemmatization
Lemmatization of words was performed by using WordNetLemmatizer and considering 

their part of speech tag (Figure 6.11). The accuracy can be increased in lemmatization 

if the POS tags are used during lemmatization process.

def pos_tag(self, tokens):

pos_tokens = [nltk.pos_tag(token) for token in tokens] 
lemm&tizer = WordNetLemmatizer()

.lemmatize (word, self.get_wordnet_pcs(pos_tag)), 
(word, pos_tag) in pos] for pos in pos_tokens]pos_tokens = [[(word, lemmatizer 

[pos_tag]) for
return pos_tokens

Figure 6 11: Lcininatizalion based on POS ta}-s
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6.8 Repetition handling

people sometimes write words abnormall

Eg: Goooood, Hiiiii

y-

The repetition of these additional 

identify the word correctly. There 

while there are some that only appear twice

consecutive characters should be removed 

are some letters that
in order to

appear only once consecutively
consecutively. The letters appear only once

consecutively are (’IV, 1), (V, 1), ('j', 1}> (.q. 1}> (v
^ )> (x > 1), ('y', 1) and all the other 

lemrs appear only twice in English words. The word "Goooood” has the letter 'o' 

repeating five times consecutively. Hence additional o s can be removed and only two
o’s can be kept in this word to fix it.

6.9 Idiom handling

Idioms were handled by maintaining a handmade idiom lexicon. For this project, 88 of 

most commonly and frequently used idioms were used and their meanings were stored 

in a separate text file. This idiom lexicon was used to replace the idioms found in the 

body text of emails by its relevant sentiment.
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Evaluation and Results Chapter 7

7.1 Remove forwarded information
This method removes the 

previously forwarded details can be

method
previously forwarded

seen in the figure 7 ]
de'ails of emails. An email with

_____Forwarded message...........
From K.D Chandima <kd chandima@yahoo rnnp 
Date Sat, Jan 19. 2019 at 2 39 PM 
Subject The Pirate Bay
To: Chandima Kothalawala <_kdchandima@nmail rnm>

Dear Senti,

non-profit entity based in the Seychelles,[14) however th.s is disputedof downtime.[13] The Pirate Bay claims to be a
[15]

With Regards, 
Chandima Kothalawala

Figure 7 1: E-mail body with previously forwarded information

After sending the email body text through this function, the output results can be shown 

in the figure 7.3 below. Notice that white spaces have been removed from the output 

by white space removing function.

Dear Senti, The Pirate Bay was established in September 2003[12] b> the Swedish anti
copyright organisation Piratbyran (The Piracy Bureau), it has been run as ep

Ocoto 2004. H. Pir... Bay « « - » ""£
"anakala" and "TiAMO , respectively. They

available" by the Motion
in Stockholm were

Fredrik Neij, who are known by their nicknames 
have both been accused of "assisting in making copyrighted
Picture Association of America. On 31 May 2006.***** dmw)time. [13] The.Pirate 

raided and taken away by Swedish police, leading to dir e > d [15]
Bay claims to be a non-profit entity based in die Seychelles,[14] however

servers

with regards, chandima kothalawal

i dl'd information
Kigurc 7 2: After removing forwa
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7.2 Tokenize sentences method 

This method tokenizes the sentences of the email

has been attached to the first sentence while tokenizing (Figure 7.3). This means 

that the Tokenize sentence method is unable to differentiate the starting greeting and 

the first sentence. However, this discrepancy has an insignificant impact on the 

accuracy.

text. Notice that the phrase ‘Dear
Senti’

ate"
(S0= {rti! 'Dear Senti, The Pirate Bay 
© 1 = (str J ’The Pirate Bay was first

ear Senti, The Pirate Bay was established in September 20031121 by the Sw

established in September 2003(12] by the Swedish anti-copyright 01 
by Gottfrid Svartholm and Fredrik Neij, who are known by their nickna 

= 1 They have both been accused of "assisting in making copyrighted content available" by the Motic

® 2 = (-11 On 31 May 2006, the websiteWs servers in Stockholm were raided and taken away by Swedish poll 
® 4 r (str) [13] The Pirate Bay claims to be a non-profit entity based in the Seychelles,[14] however this is dis| 
[E 5 = (stf) ‘[15] with regards, chandima kothalawala’

was

run

IE _Jen_ = (int) 6

Figure 7 3: Tokenized sentences with line numbers

7.3 Punctuation removing method

This method removes punctuations, symbols and numbers from email body. The output 

can be shown as in the following figure 7.4.

'Dear Senti The Pirate Bay was established in September by the Swedish anti copyright 
organisation Piratbyran The Piracy Bureau it has been run as a separate organisation since 
October \

'The Pirate Bay was first run by Gottfrid Svartholm and Fredrik Neij who are known by their 
nicknames anakata and TiAMO respectively .

'They have both been accused of assisting in making copyrighted content available by the 

Motion Picture Association of America

'On May the website s servers in Stockholm were raided and taken away by Swedish police 

leading to three days of downtime \

' The Pirate Bay claims to be a non profit entity based in the Seychelles however this is disputed 

',' with regards chandima kothalawrala

: punctuation, Symbols, Numbers removed outputFigure 7 4
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7.4 Repetition removal method

The words like ‘Goooood’, ‘Cooool 

repetition of these additional 

identify a word

are fixed by the system using this method. The 

consecutive characters should be removed in order to
correctly. In words in English language there are some letters that 

appear only once consecutively while there letters that only appear twiceare some
consecutively. The letters appear only once consecutively are ('h\ 1), (?, 1), ('j’, l), fq', 
1), (w, 1), (x, 1), ('y', 1) and all the other letters may appear only twice 

words. The word “Goooood” has the letter
in English

‘o’ repeating five times consecutively. The 
additional o’s can be removed leaving only two o’s in the word so as to correct it.

The logic behind consecutive repetition is revealed by examining an English dictionary 

[32]. However, it does not comply with compound words fomied by combining 

words.
two

For example,

Youthhood, washhouse, withhold, glowworm

Generally these words are written as Youth hood, wash house and glow-worm. They 

do not have a sentiment attached to them. Hence the logic accuracy of this method is

high.

The system gives a corrupted output for the compound word ‘withhold’ when 

attempting to correct it using the above logic.

In-order to calculate the accuracy of this method, the logic behind repetition removing 

method has been checked on Electronic Pocket Oxford English Dictionary [33], When 

d several words which do not comply with the logic of repetitionthis dictionary was use 

removing method were found.
” arewords “alibiing, genii, radii, taxiing, shanghaiingAmong those words the

rted to their base form by Lemmatization method.conve

alibiing = alibi

genii = genius

taxiing = taxi

l:. ‘.i'SRARY 2

*■

radii = radius
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shanghaiing = shanghai

Lemmatization process removes the ambiguity of these 

no sentiments associated with these words. Hence the 

this project would not make a difference.

Some othei words, which are acronyms

WWF - World Wide Fund for Nature 

WWI - World War I

words and in addition there 

accuracy of the final output of
are

also found in this dictionary and they are,were

WWI1 - World War II

WWW - World Wide Web

ASCII

Again, there are no sentiment associated with these words and the accuracy of the final 

output of this project would not make a difference.

The following type of words were also found in the dictionary

Shiite, Shiism, skiing, burgundies, beachhead, powwow, hajj found from the dictionary 

and no sentiment is associated with those words.

Out of the total of nearly 140,000 words in the Pocket Oxford English Dictionary, 

There are only 23 words which do not comply with the repetition removing method. 

The accuracy of Repetition Removing Method can be denoted as

1-23/140,000*100 = 99.98%

7.5 Sentiment extraction from Lexicon based approach

Used combined lexicon

NRC Word-Emotion Association Lexicon (NRC Emotion Lexicon) - (14183 words 

with sentiments)

2. WordNet Affect Lexicon

1.

i;
\
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Combined iexicon h,s more then 4000 words and 6 sentiments 

(anger, joy, sadness, obscene, negative and positive).

Sentiment extraction was started b

They are called happy-bag, sad-bag, defamat 

positive-bag.

Word count of each word hap 

Obscene-bag = 445

associated with them

y creating bags of words from the combined lexicon.

ory-bag, obscene-bag, negative-bag and

Happy-bag = 1023

Sad-bag =1195

Defamatory-bag = 1476

Tokenized words are then checked from these bags to find out the sentiment. A 

sentiment count is taken for words in each sentence as happy count, sad count, 

defamatory count and obscene count. The sentiment with the highest probability 

becomes the sentiment of the sentence. Sentiments of all sentences are then considered 

to determine the overall sentiment for a given email.

7.6 Sentiment extraction from Machine Learning Approach

Training dataset has 100 Defamatory emails, 200 Happy emails, 150 Sad emails, 7 

Obscene emails and 40 Complex emails which are difficult to assess the sentiment 

directly.

Testing dataset has 14 Defamatory emails, 31 Happy emails, 27 Sad emails, 3 Obscene
difficult to assess the sentiment directly.

In the sentiment extraction process sentence level classification has been used, and this 

involves labelling of each sentence of each email to create training and testing dataset. 

Training dataset has nearly 3000 sentiment labelled sentences and testing dataset has 

nearly 750 sentiment labelled sentences.

emails and 23 Complex emails which are
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Five sentiments are input to thp n^.i 1 

appro- * a„ a,,,-., Se„,i„M

not[not, not] becomes 2

If one category of features 

assigned is 0.

!

not = 1

eg. nouns has the value 0 or no words in it, then the value

The value 0 is considered as a neutral sentiment. The extracted features are fed into a 
neural network and the neural network outputs five probability values corresponding to 

five sentiments.

7.7 Classifier Model

The classifier model was created by training the neural network using 3000 labeled 

sentences. Then the predictions were made based on this classifier model for five
classes.

7.8 Accuracy

Testing was done using 98 emails and the confusion matrix (Figure 7 5: Confusion 

Matrix for Machine Learning Approach) has been created to indicate the accuracy.

Lexicon based approach accuracy = 70%

Machine learning based approach accuracy - 37.75%

NeutralobsceneDefamatorySadHappy
350381014Happy
30064812Sad
1400644Defamatory
80511obscene
1140142Neutral
N =98414202733

7 j; C infusion Matrix for Machine Learn,„g ApproachFigure
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Chapter 8
Discussion

8.1 Discussion

Text preprocessing, understanding the 

sentiment belongs to the e-mail classification 

techniques and tools

These methods, techniques and tools provide different feat 

accuracy. Choosing a set of methodologies, techniques and tools to 

should be done by performing a careful study about them.

Lack of data and lack

sentiment and classification by detecting
process. Different methodologies, 

extract the meaning of texts.available to analyze texts andare

ures and different levels of 

a particular task

of classification levels provides low accuracy in sentiment 

analysis. Analyzing a large amount of data leads to decreased performance of such 

systems. Most of the sentiment analysis tasks are done real-time and hence, analyzing 

a large amount of data will make a considerable impact on the performance of sentiment

analysis.

Sentiments are very likely to change over time according to a person’s mood, world 

events, and so forth. Sarcasm and ironical language are difficult for text analyzing 

algorithms to determine the sentiment accurately.

8.2 Conclusion
An e-mail may contain a happy news or a sad news or defamatory content which might 

make the reader happy, sad or distressed. Sometimes the e-mails may contain obscene 

quotes and pictures. If there is a way for a user to get an idea of the type of content in 

the email prior to opening them, then he or she can 

opened first.

choose which e-mails should be

A proper e-mail catenation is repaired and this attempt is to categorise e-mails

ingredient of the e-mail content, by indicating
according to the sentiment and the 

emoticons on the subject of e-mails.
used in this project toa Machine learning based approach are

A lexicon based and 

extract the s 

learning method seems to

email body. The accuracy of machine
entiment from each sentence of the

results compared to lexicon basedprovide more accuiate
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method when the training dataset is large. Diff, 

levels in neural networks. Extracti 

results in machine learning.

Negation handling has been i

learning approach. Number of not words have been 

network.

It seems sentence level sentiment extraction ei 

to properly identify the sentiments for , 

extiaction can be suggested to increase the

erent features provide differ

set is i
ent accuracy 

'mportant to have better
ing Proper features

introduced as a feature to i
increase the accuracy of machine 

selected as a feature for the neural

gives some difficulties the neural 
a whole email. Document level

network
sentiment

accuracies.

8.3 Future works

The idiom lexicon used in this project has 88 chosen idioms and the relevant sentiment. 

Increasing the number of idioms and introducing phrases in English language to this 

list will lead to a greater accuracy in sentiment analysis. There are at least twenty-five 

thousand idiomatic expressions in the English language [34].

The combined lexicon used in this project has 4139 of words from the four sentiments; 
angry, happy, sad, and obscene. Increasing the number of words in the lexicon can 

increase the accuracy in sentiment extraction.

The adult web site domain list used in this project has 109 domain names and increasing 

the number of domain names can help the systems to provide a more accurate result.

(

(

The performance of a text classification model is heavily dependent upon the type of 

words used in the corpus and type of features created for classification
combination of words provide a better significance than considering

are called N-

. In some cases,

features as the
Combination of N number of words together

informative N-Gram combinations.
single words as features, 
grams. It is known that bigrams are the most 

feature set will improve the accuracy of the text classification
Adding bigrams to a 

model.
ta (for each sentence) was done manually. To have more accurate 

to be labeled by several people and an average has to be taken.Labeling of training da 

result, the data set has
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It seems sentence level sentiment extraction creates some difficulties in identification 

of sentiments for a whole email using the neural network. It is suggested that a 

document level sentiment extraction can be used to increase accuracy.

4<s
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